
Panjabi Year 8 Long Term Plan  

 

Week/ 

Lesson 

Term Topic Knowledge Skills 

Complex activity: 

Writing genre: 
1 Autumn 

T1 

Assessment for learning   To determine level for each 

pupil, so that lessons are 

differentiated and work is 

suitable for all  

 To familiarise pupils with 

vocab list and the 

expectations  

Differentiation:  

 Word level: Common words from year 

7  

 Sentence level work: Simple to 

compound sentence writing  

 Paragraph level work: Extended 

writing on My Holidays Diary: myrI 
Cu`tIAW dI khwxI 
 

2 Myself 1: I am  Weekly recap and vocab test 

 Writing:  Sentence structure and 

paragraph builder  

 Reading: Text on myself  

 Listening: 10 sentences on the vocab 

given  

 Speaking:  Pair: Talk: Share: three 

things about yourself  

 Grammar:  I am, mYN hW, the use of hW 
which is the most common mistake in 

the GCSE writing exam  

 The complex activity is writing, differentiated at 

different levels  

Myself: I am 

 LAPS:  20 Words writing, Model writing  

mYN hrnIl hW[ mYN 12 swl dw hW[ mYN 8vIN iv̀c 
pVdw hW[ mYN Kwlsw skUl jWdw hW[ mYN sloh iv`c 
rihMdw hW[ 23 words  

 MAPS: 40 words writing, Model writing  

mYN hrnIl hW[ mYN 12 swl dw hW[ mYN 8vIN iv̀c 
pVdw hW[ mYN Kwlsw skUl jWdw hW[ mYN skUl bhuq 
psMd krdw hW ikauNik myrw skUL Swndwr hY[ mYN 8 
AYs POrm iv̀c hW[ mYN Awpxy POrm AiDAwpk dw 
Awdr krdw hW[  mYN sloh iv̀c rihMdw hW[ 48 

words  

 HAPS: 90/150 words ,  Writing in paragraphs,  

3 Myself 2:   My name is  Weekly recap and vocab test 

 Writing:  Sentence structure and 

paragraph builder  

The complex activity is writing, differentiated at 

different levels 

Myself: My name is   

 



 Reading: Text on myself, myrw 
nwm..hY, myrI aumr 13 swl hY[  

 Listening: 10 sentences on the 

vocab given  

 Speaking:  Pair: Talk: Share: three 

things about yourself  

 Grammar:  my name is myrw nwm..hY, 
the use of hY which is the most 

common mistake in the GCSE 

writing exam, candidates using 

one and the other incorrectly  

 LAPS:  20 Words writing,  

 MAPS: 40 words writing,  

 HAPS: 90/150 words ,  Writing in paragraphs 

4 Myself 3: likes and 

dislikes 

  

Weekly recap and vocab test 

 Writing:  Sentence structure and 

paragraph builder  

 Reading: Text on I like and dislike   

 Listening: 10 sentences on the vocab 

given  

 Speaking:  Pair: Talk: Share: one thing 

you like and why and one you dislike 

and why, sports, food, subjects, 

weather   

Grammar:  I like and dislike: mYNnUM psMd hY 
ikauNik..use an adjective..hY, : mYNnUM nwpsMd hY 
ikauNik.. nhIN hY, 
Use intensifiers :  mostly, a lot, less, a lot 

less, very much,   

The complex activity is writing, differentiated at 

different levels 

 

What I like and dislike and why?   

 

 LAPS:  20 Words writing,  

 MAPS: 40 words writing,  

 HAPS: 90/150 words ,  Writing in paragraphs 

5 My family: Touch aspects 

of myself   

Weekly recap and vocab test 

 Writing:  Sentence structure and 

paragraph builder  

 Reading: Text on Family from Nagra 

book 2  

 Listening: 10 sentences on the vocab 

given  

 Speaking:   Guess the relationship: 

spotting relation names  

The complex activity is writing, differentiated at 

different levels 

 

My Family: Who and Who 

 

   

 

 LAPS:  20 Words writing, who and who is in 

my family  



 

Grammar:   Using Masculine and 

feminine rules to use pronouns  

Learning  that masculine plural myry  is 

used for respect in Panjabi, and that’s the 

only exception  and it ends with hn 

myry mwqw jI vDIAw hn[ 
  

 MAPS: 40 words writing, who and who is in 

my family, who do I get along  bxdI/nhIN bxdI 

and not  

 HAPS: 90/150 words ,  Writing in paragraphs: 

My Family  

6 Describing others : Touch 

aspects of myself and 

family  

Weekly recap and vocab test 

 Writing:  Sentence structure and 

paragraph builder  

 Reading: Text on my brother 

exhibiting how to describe others  

 Listening: 10 sentences on the vocab 

given  

 Speaking:   Choose and person and 

describe to your talk partner  

 

Grammar:   Using Masculine and 

feminine rules as previous lesson 

Correct use of adjectives and intensifiers  

The complex activity is writing, differentiated at 

different levels 

 

Use a set of adjectives to describe others, 

using pronouns such as auh, ausdw, auhdw,  and 

masculine/feminine and singular and plural 

versions of these    

 

 LAPS:  20 Words writing, Using auh, 

 MAPS: 40 words writing, using  auh, ausdw, 
auhdw,   

 HAPS: 90/150 words ,  Writing in paragraphs 

using some high order adjectives  and 

attempt complex sentences  

7 Mini 

Test/Recap/Revise/reteach   

 Vocab Test: 10mins 

Recap and Revise: 15 mins 

Feedback:  35mins 

 

 

 

  

 Revise, recap and test vocab as well as  feedback 

complex activity Task  

     

8 Autumn 

T2 
Body Parts  ( Mixing with 

Colours) Touch aspects of 

pronouns and nouns  

Weekly recap and vocab test 

 Writing:  Sentence structure and 

paragraph builder  

 Reading:  extract from Nagra book 

chapter swfw SrIr   

The complex activity is writing, differentiated at 

different levels 

 

Memory Action and concentration Game  

 



 Listening: 10 sentences on the vocab 

given  

 Speaking:    Heads, shoulder, knee 

and toe Panjabi song: Sing along and 

individual shoe case  

 

Grammar:   Using Masculine and 

feminine, singular and plural rules  

 

Using correct pronoun and adjective  to describe 

others, myrw h`Q v`fw hY[ myry h`Q v`fy hn[   

 I know the body part and can colour it right : 

Memory, concentration  and action game  

Pupils to draw an outline or provide them a copy. 

Pupils work in pairs and dictate to each other 

what colour each body part is, without showing 

each other, e.g. learner A says ‘My head is green’ 

and learner B colours the head on their blank 

outline green. When they have finished, they can 

compare pictures. To drill some of the more 

difficult language before doing the activity , 

eyebrows, eyelashes , ankles, heels, finger tips, 

eye balls,   

9 My House  

Aspects of adjectives 

such as big, small, huge  

Weekly recap and vocab test 

 Writing:  Sentence structure and 

paragraph builder  

 Reading:  Daljit Dosanj’s house a text   

 Listening: 10 sentences on the vocab 

given  

 Speaking:  PHOTOCARD   

 

Grammar:   Using Masculine and 

feminine  AND singular /plural rules   

The complex activity is writing, differentiated at 

different levels 

 

My house : myrw Gr 

 LAPS:  20 Words writing,  

 MAPS: 40 words writing,     

 HAPS: 90/150 words ,  Writing in paragraphs 

using some high order adjectives  and 

attempt complex sentences  

10 Time  o’clock,  half past Weekly recap and vocab test 

 Writing:   Time units  

 Reading:  Reading time units and 

matching with English meanings    

 Listening: 10 sentences on the vocab 

given  

 Speaking: Role play: asking and 

telling time , quhwfI GVI qy ikMny v̀jy 
hn? myrI GVI qy….. Ensuring units of 

time taught in this lesson are 

The complex activity is writing, differentiated at 

different levels 

 

Label the clocks  

Use verbs for actions  

 

 LAPS:  20 Words writing:   what do I do at 

these time 

 MAPS: 40 words writing, what do I do at 

these times and evidence some past and 



modelled and practiced by the 

students    

 

Grammar:   Conjunctions, use of hn , hY, 
sI 

future actions that might have happened or 

might happen     

 HAPS: 90/150 words ,   show case your daily 

morning routine using the units of time learnt  

11 Time  quarter to and 

quarter past  

Weekly recap and vocab test 

 Writing:   Time units  

 Reading:  Reading time units and 

matching with English meanings    

 Listening: 10 sentences on the vocab 

given  

 Speaking: Role play: asking and 

telling time , quhwfI GVI qy ikMny v̀jy 
hn? myrI GVI qy….. Ensuring all units 

of time taught are modelled and 

practiced by the students    

 

Grammar:   Conjunctions, use of hn , hY, 

sI 

The complex activity is writing, differentiated at 

different levels 

 

Label the clocks  

Use verbs for actions  

 

 LAPS:  20 Words writing:   what do I do at 

these time 

 MAPS: 40 words writing, what do I do at 

these times and evidence some past and 

future actions that might have happened or 

might happen     

 HAPS: 90/150 words ,   show case your daily 

morning routine using the units of time learnt  

12 Time : 1:30 and 2:30  Weekly recap and vocab test 

 Writing:   Time units  

 Reading:  Reading text on time 

(someone’s daily routine     

 Listening: 10 sentences on the vocab 

given  

 Speaking:  Play Pelmanism  

Grammar:   Conjunctions, use of hn , hY, 
sI 

The complex activity is writing, differentiated at 

different levels 

 

Label the clocks: 10 mins quick task, all time 

units  

Play Pelmanism:  Matching words/digits  

Players take turns to play. At your turn you turn 

face up two cards of your choice from the layout. 

If they match, you take these two cards, store 

them in front of you, and take another turn. If 

they do not match, you turn them face down, 

without changing their position in the layout, and 

it is the next player's turn  

13  Review Revise Recap  Recap and revisit 

Reading 

Writing 

  

To be 

taught as 

part of 

week 11, 

to save 

lesson for 

DIRT 



Speaking 

Listening and vocab Test  

 

14  End of Term Assessment   Reading, Writing, Speaking, listening     Specified tasks in all skills  

15  DIRT  Dedicated Improvement and Reflection 

time  

Recap  

Evaluate  

Clarify misconceptions  

Ready for the next phase  

Reflection, comparing and contrasting, 

evaluation, improving  

 

 

16 Spring T1 School  Weekly recap and vocab test 

 Writing:   Sentence structure and 

paragraph builder 

 Reading:   A advert of a school from 

Ajit, Jagbani newspaper or Des 

Pardes Magazine  

 Listening: 10 sentences on the vocab 

given  

 Speaking: Pair: Talk: Share: Life at KSA   

Grammar:   Giving opinion and justifying 

it, using future tense correctly and 

confidently hovygw 

I want to: chuMdw hW 
I need to: mYNnUM loV hY 
I hope : mYNnUM aumId hY 

The complex activity is writing, differentiated at 

different levels 

 

myrw skUL, myrI pwTSwlw: My School  

 LAPS:  20 Words writing:   Describe your 

school, mainly use adjectives and correct 

pronouns   

 MAPS: 40 words writing, describe your school 

and give opinion and justify  

  HAPS: 90/150 words:  Write an article about 

your school for a local newspaper  

 Revisit: opener para, para openers, idioms 

and phrases  

17 School Subjects  Weekly recap and vocab test 

 Writing:   Sentence structure and 

paragraph builder 

 Reading:   Extract from Nagra book 

Pink   

 Listening: 10 sentences on the vocab 

given  

 Speaking: Brain storm: which subject 

you like/dislike and why? 

The complex activity is writing, differentiated at 

different levels 

 

myrw mnpsMd ivSw: My Favourite Subject   

 LAPS:  20 Words writing     

 MAPS: 40 words writing  

 HAPS: 90/150 words Blog:  Amazing Subjects 

at my school: Panjabi as my Favourite  

Blog writing in first person 



Grammar:   Giving opinion and justifying 

it,  using future tense correctly and 

confidently hovygw 
I want to: chuMdw hW, I need to: mYNnUM loV hY 
I hope : mYNnUM aumId hY, mYNnUM psMd hY, byh̀d 
psMd hY, nwpsMd hY, ikauNik, pr: introduce 

but for comparisons  

Persuasive writing to encourage people to 

choose Panjabi for their GCSE’s  

You should:  quhwnUM cwhIdw hY 
You could:  qusIN kr skdy ho 
You must:  qusIN jrUr kro 

18 School uniform Weekly recap and vocab test 

 Writing:   Sentence structure and 

paragraph builder 

 Reading:   Extract from Nagra book 

Pink   

 Listening: 10 sentences on the vocab 

given  

 Speaking:  Role play, Buying school 

uniform as parent  

Grammar:    adjectives, compare and 

contrast prices or uniform with old 

school uniform  

pr: consolidate this connective with and / 

because  

introduce: Pwiedy/nukswn, lwB-hwnIAW,  
teach singular and plural aspects  

The complex activity is writing, differentiated at 

different levels 

 

myrI skUl dI vrdI : My School Uniform    

 LAPS:  20 Words writing     

 MAPS: 40 words writing  

 HAPS: 90/150 words, An article: Uniform or 

no uniform in British (brqwnIAW)school, for 

and against  

  

You should:  quhwnUM cwhIdw hY 
You could:  qusIN kr skdy ho 
You must:  qusIN jrUr kro 

19 Jobs  Weekly recap and vocab test 

 Writing:   Sentence structure and 

paragraph builder 

 Reading:   Names of the jobs and 

match with English meanings     

 Listening: 10 sentences on the vocab 

given  

 Speaking:    what job you would like 

to do and why    

Grammar:    psMd/nwpsMd, revisit 

intensifiers  

 

The complex activity is writing, differentiated at 

different levels 

 

myrI mnpsMd nOkrI ikhVI ho skdI  hY? What could 

be my favourite job       

 LAPS:  20 Words writing:  Worksheet, job 

application 

 MAPS: 40 words writing: Worksheet, job 

application 

 HAPS: 90/150 words:   Worksheet, job 

application 

 



20 

 
Mini 

Test/Recap/Revise/reteach   

 Vocab Test: 10mins 

Recap and Revise and reteach: 15 mins 

Feedback:  35mins 

 

 

 

  

 Revise, recap and test vocab as well as  feedback 

complex activity Task  

20-2    Focussed Listening 

Lesson 

  Past Paper Listening   

21 Spring T2 Health  Weekly recap and vocab test 

 Writing:   Sentence structure and 

paragraph builder 

 Reading:   Text on health    

 Listening: 10 sentences on the vocab 

given  

 Speaking:  Role play: Lets exercise, 

inviting friend to exercise in the park 

   

Grammar:    Negative sentences/positive 

sentences  

pr: consolidate this connective with and / 

because  

introduce: Pwiedy/nukswn, lwB-hwnIAW,  
teach singular and plural aspects  

sv`sQ/Asv`sQ/ jIvxSYlI/ prhyz 

The complex activity is writing, differentiated at 

different levels 

 

sv`sQ/Asv`sQ jIvxSYlI: Healthy/unhealthy 

Lifestyle     

 LAPS:  20 Words writing, 5 healthy and 5 

unhealthy habits     

 MAPS: 40 words writing, 5 healthy and 5 

unhealthy habit, how to fix them,  

 HAPS: 90/150 words, Why it’s important to 

stay healthy, what do you do to stay healthy  

  

You should:  quhwnUM cwhIdw hY 
You could:  qusIN kr skdy ho 
You must:  qusIN jrUr kro 

22 Holidays: Past tense only   Weekly recap and vocab test 

 Writing:   Sentence structure and 

paragraph builder 

 Reading:   A letter on holiday 

experience, Chandla book    

 Listening: 10 sentences on the vocab 

given  

 Speaking:  Role play:  booking a 

holiday, WWWW and How  

   

The complex activity is writing, differentiated at 

different levels 

 

myrIAW ipClIAW CùtIAW : My last holiday      

 LAPS:  20 Words writing:  WWWW, how, likes 

and dislike       

 MAPS: 40 words writing: WWWW, how, likes 

and dislike, future plans   

 HAPS: 90/150 words:  My last holiday:  Past 

tense 



Grammar:    past tense: both sI, sn 

 

 Optional, present and future tense evidence  

 

23  Hobbies (  Focussed 

Speaking) 

Weekly recap and vocab test 

 Writing:   Sentence structure and 

paragraph builder 

 Reading:    Matching hobby names 

with the hobby picture  

 Listening: 10 sentences on the vocab 

given  

 Speaking:   interview hobbies    

Grammar:    psMd/nwpsMd, revisit 

intensifiers, three tenses  

 

The complex activity is speaking, differentiated at 

different levels 

 

myrI mnpsMd rucI:  My Hobby       

 LAPS:  Be part of a group and select 

appropriate sentences to answer questions 

using 2 different tenses  

 MAPS: Be part of a group and select 

appropriate sentences to answer questions 

using 3 different tenses  

 HAPS:  To work out on extra detail  

 

24  Review Revise Recap 

reteach   

 
Listening and vocab Test  

 

Recap and revisit 

Reading 

Writing 

Speaking 

Listening and vocab Test  

 

 

    

25  End of Term Test  Weekly recap and vocab test 

End of half term test to see progression  

 

 

 

  

Words reading, sentence reading and short 

paragraph reading 

Keywords knowledge: read and translate from 

different sections  

Writing 20/ 40/90-150 words task as 

differentiated  

 

26 DIRT  Dedicated Improvement and Reflection 

time  

Recap  

Evaluate  

Clarify misconceptions  

Ready for the next phase  

Reflection, comparing and contrasting, 

evaluation, improving  

 

 



27 Summer 

T1 
Shopping 

 

Weekly recap and vocab test 

 Writing:   Sentence structure and 

paragraph builder 

 Reading:    Text on shopping   

 Listening: 10 sentences on the vocab 

given  

 Speaking:  Shop-keeper/shopper role 

play    

Grammar:   Tenses, revisit conditional, 

positive sentences/negative sentences 

for experience      

 

The complex activity is speaking, differentiated at 

different levels 

 

myrw KrId-dwrI dw qzrbw:  My shopping 

experience       

 LAPS:  20 Words writing:   WWWW and how  

 MAPS: 40 words writing: WWWW and how, 

likes and dislike and why  

 HAPS: 90/150 words:    Online Shopping 

experience  

28 Local area  Weekly recap and vocab test 

 Writing:   Sentence structure and 

paragraph builder 

 Reading and  Speaking:    Reading 

Cards: one reads a question and 

other answers it and take turns   

 Listening: 10 sentences on the vocab 

given  

 

Grammar:   Revisit use of adjectives     

 

The complex activity is speaking, differentiated at 

different levels 

myrw in`zI ielwkw:  My Local area  

in my local area: myry iǹzI ielwky iv̀c…….       
 LAPS:  20 Words writing:    Follow the 

structure and write 10 sentences about what 

you have in your local area  

 MAPS: 40 words writing: Follow the structure 

and write 10 sentences about what you have 

in your local area, describe each place with a 

high order adjective    

 HAPS: 90/150 words:    My local area: Blog  

  

29 Directions ( Focussed 

Speaking Lesson)  

Weekly recap and vocab test 

 Writing:   Sentence structure and 

paragraph builder as HW 

 Reading:  Reading directions and 

match with the English words  

 Speaking:  Practising route from 

Panjabi classroom to any other given 

point  

 Listening: 10 sentences on the vocab 

given  

The complex activity is speaking, differentiated 

at different levels 

 

 All abilities:  Mix fluent speakers with average 

and below average speakers  

 

 Talk through route from one designated point to 

another  

 

Assessment point: Presentation  



 

 Grammar:   focus on sequencers     

 

30 Animals Weekly recap and vocab test 

 Writing:   Sentence structure and 

paragraph builder 

 Reading and speaking:  Animal name 

online game, read animal names and 

describe it verbally, match it with the 

correct answers  

 Listening: 10 sentences on the vocab 

given  

 Grammar:   Revisit use of adjectives, 

use verbs and adverbs to describe 

actions of the animals      

 

The complex activity is speaking, differentiated at 

different levels 

 

myrw pwlqU jwnvr:  My pet animal   

       

 LAPS:  20 Words writing:  Write 10 sentences 

about your pet animal  

 

 MAPS: 40 words writing:  Write a short 

paragraph about your pet animal,  

 HAPS: 90/150 words:   My lost Cat, write an 

advert for your lost cat    

  

31 Mini Test/Recap/Revise   Vocab Test: 10mins 

Recap and Revise: 15 mins 

Feedback:  35mins 

 

 

 

  

 Revise, recap and test vocab as well as  feedback 

complex activity Task  

31-2  Listening focussed lesson  Past Paper Listening   

32 Summer 

T2 
Weather Weekly recap and vocab test 

 Writing:   Sentence structure and 

paragraph builder 

 Reading: Weather report in Panjabi  

 Speaking:  What’s the weather like?  

 Listening: 10 sentences on the vocab 

given  

 

Grammar:   Revisit use of conjunctions      

 

The complex activity is speaking, differentiated at 

different levels 

A`j dw mOsm:       
   Read three differentiated weather reports from 

HAPS<MAPS<HAPS, and answer the questions in 

Panjabi, in full sentences. 

Extension: To ask a question on weather using 

conjunctions  

33 Transport Weekly recap and vocab test The complex activity is speaking, differentiated at 

different levels 



 Writing:   Sentence structure and 

paragraph builder 

 Reading: Names of the transport 

matched with the picture   

 Speaking:  Describe your family car  

 Listening: 10 sentences on the vocab 

given  

 

Grammar:   Nouns, adjectives, adverbs      

 

AwvwjweI dy swDn:       
   Choose one means of transport and write 

about it at differentiated level,  

Provide cloze-procedure to the LAPS 

34 Food  fruits Weekly recap and vocab test 

 Writing:   Sentence structure and 

paragraph builder 

 Reading and speaking:   online fruit 

game  

 Listening: 10 sentences on the vocab 

given  

 Grammar:   Revisit use of adjectives, 

link to health and revisit the vocab  

Instruction words and sequencers  

 

The complex activity is speaking, differentiated at 

different levels 

 

PlW dI smUdI bxwE:  Make a fruit smoothie   

       

Paired work:  pair HAPS and MAPS with LAPs, use 

a MAT with all the keywords required and write 

instructions to make smoothie of their own 

choice , choice (have handy dish instructions 

jumbled up for some who might struggle) 

Stages:  

sm`grI 
qrIkw 

35 Food  Vegetables Weekly recap and vocab test 

 Writing:   Sentence structure and 

paragraph builder 

 Reading and speaking:   online 

vegetables game  

 Listening: 10 sentences on the vocab 

given  

 Grammar:   Revisit use of adjectives, 

link to health and revisit the vocab  

The complex activity is speaking, differentiated at 

different levels 

 

sbzI bxwE:  Make a dish  

       

Paired work:  pair HAPS and MAPS with LAPs, use 

a MAT with all the keywords required and write 

instructions to make dish of their own choice 

(have handy dish instructions jumbled up for 

some who might struggle) 

Stages:  

sm`grI 



qrIkw 
36 Food  Drinks:  Weekly recap and vocab test 

 Writing:   Sentence structure and 

paragraph builder 

 Reading:  Text which include 

sentences from fruits, vegetables and 

health section  

 Speaking:   Ordering at a restaurant   

 Listening: 10 sentences on the vocab 

given  

 Grammar:   Revisit use of adjectives, 

link to health and revisit the vocab  

 

 

Paired work: 

Prepare a menu 

Pairs to work as customer  and waiter and order 

dishes , go around and visit different restaurants 

and order food  

37 Review Revise Recap 

reteach  

Recap and revisit 

Reading 

Writing 

Speaking 

Listening and vocab Test  

 

 

38 End of Term Speaking and 

Listening  

 Speaking and Listening test   

39 End of Term Reading and 

writing  

 Reading and Writing Test  

 

 

40   DIRT Dedicated Improvement and Reflection 

time  

Recap  

Evaluate  

Clarify misconceptions  

Ready for the next phase  

Reflection, comparing and contrasting, 

evaluation, improving  

 

 

 


